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microbead mixing
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Introduction
Antibody-coated magnetic microbeads are used increasingly in miniaturized
medical diagnostic devices to capture and detect molecular markers. One example
is the handheld Minicare I-20 developed by Philips, now used for the diagnosis of
myocardial infraction [1].The system supports quantitative results of the Troponin
analyte and is based on the Magnotech technology, illustrated in Figure 1.

The efficiency of analyte biochemical binding is strongly dependent on the
homogeneity of the reagents within the reaction chamber[2]. Hence, for ultimate
assay precision and repeatability, the mixture must be uniform.
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Goal
The goal of this project is to achieve efficient, homogeneous mixing by applying
actuation protocols that move the microbeads throughout the chamber utilizing the
magnetic infrastructure of the system. In the present work, we focus on the effect of
the geometry of the microchamber.

Experimental set up

Other molecule

Figure 1: Magnotech technology. A) The reaction chamber with a volume of about
1uL. B) The activation of the bottom magnet draws the micron-sized magnetic
beads to the bottom. C) The top magnet removes unbound magnetic beads. The
detection is optical from the bottom.
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Results

* Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

Figure 4: Magnetic bead (ø= 10
um) tracking inside an ellipsoidal
chamber (ø=3mm), the induced
motion of three fluorescent
particles is shown. Fluorescent
particles (ø=2.2 um) are seen as
moving small dots. Magnification
is 10x. The actuation field (B= 30
mT) is horizontally rotating at 10
Hz.

Figure 3: A) Local mixing (horizontally rotating, B= 30 mT, f= 10 Hz) incorporated in a
rectangular shaped chamber with the magnetic beads (scale bar 3 mm). B) the part of the
chamber analyzed, and C) the trajectory of one of the fluorescent particles. Magnification is
10x.
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Conclusion
In the present experiments, we observe only local mixing. This means that only the
area surrounding the magnetic particle chains is thoroughly mixed, due to the
rotational movement of the magnetic beads. However, our next step is to initiate
magnetic actuation protocols for the creation of the “swarming” phenomenon, which
is expected to induce global effects [3].
To conclude, we hypothesize that geometry will affect active mixing by increasing the
kinetics of the particles and by influencing the specifics of the induced flow through
boundary effects; achieving better and faster mixing.
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Figure 2: Left: The experimental electromagnetic setup. The 8 electromagnetic
poles enable 3D manipulation of the beads in solution within the microfluidic
device that is placed in the center. Right: SEM of the different chamber shapes we
realized and tested. The scale bar is 2 mm on the top row and 3 mm on the
bottom.
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